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ANNUAL CONFERENCE NOW ON 19TH OCTOBER.
In order to avoid a clash with the AQE Conference, EPUK have managed to
change the date of our event to the following week. It is still at Warwick
University and is still a hybrid event. Registration opens soon.
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OLD LANDFILLS – IS BREXIT AN OPPORTUNITY
TO RE-EXAMINE OUR WASTE REGULATIONS?
Introduction
Old landfills often present challenges to development, both technically, in
terms of timeframes, and financially. For commercial developments this is
part of the viability assessment of the project and business decisions will be
made based on these constraints. For non-commercial developments they
can present significant barriers and often lead to beneficial schemes not
proceeding. For example, for flood defence schemes which involve
construction of flood relief channels through old landfill, there is often not a
regulatory mechanism to allow re-use of the landfill material within the
scheme, even if it can be shown that the re-use presents no risks to the
environment and is more sustainable.
The issue is that the current
regulatory framework requires
there to be a genuine need for the
re-use of the landfill material, and
quite often within the scheme this
doesn’t exist. Opportunities to
reuse elsewhere are very limited
due to the marginal nature of the materials. The upshot is that disposal is
the only real option available and with costs in the region of £300/m 3 quite
simply it means that these projects become very expensive; sometimes more
than the available funding.
Our waste regime is based upon EU directives and regulations. Does Brexit
present an opportunity to re-examine the waste regime and perhaps create
exemptions for beneficial projects?
The problem with old landfills
The nature of old landfills vary, for example, a Victorian tip may be 95% ash
with some glass & ceramics, whereas a 1970s general tip will contain a
random mix of household/industrial/commercial wastes. Conversely, there
are a number of landfills, such as those used for the disposal of dredgings,
that may now be mostly inert.
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Old landfills were often in coastal locations, for example deposited on top of
saltmarshes. These landfills may present a risk to the environment as
erosion, linked to climate change, increases.
Not all of these landfills are currently causing harm and some of the material
may be able to be reused safely. For flood defence schemes quite often there
is no potential to reuse the landfill material excavated within the current
waste framework. For coastal landfills again, quite simply the landfill is
eroding, there is limited potential to reuse the material so the options are
limited to erosion control as the cost for disposal is prohibitive.
One option would be to reprofile the landfill, or re-engineer within the
existing footprint. This may be more sustainable than disposal, for example,
minimising off-site lorry movements. Again the current waste regime limits
the options available.
Could we consider a suite of
various mechanisms that could
be used from exemptions and
CL:AIRE Definition of Waste:
Code of Practice to standard
rules and then bespoke permits
(which might even include new
engineered cells)? These could
be selected on a risk-based
approach which also takes into
account of the cost-benefit and
sustainability assessment for
the scheme.

Eroding Coastal Landfill

Costs and landfill tax
So what are the costs? Disposal to landfill is broken into three main costs,
landfill charges, transportation, and landfill tax. By far the most significant
of these is landfill tax, currently at £98.60 per tonne. As an example,
removing a 3m deep 500m by 500m area of landfill would cost close to
£75million in landfill tax alone. This would make most schemes unviable,
and even if they were, would not the money be better spent on building
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more flood defence schemes rather than channelling government money
back to the government?
Regardless of the regulatory mechanism at present the cost of disposal
represents a significant cost to schemes, and in some cases leads to them
being unviable. And the main cost that causes this is landfill tax, which is
completely within the control of the Government. We have the bizarre
situation of government financed schemes being made unviable by a
government tax.
So, do we need to think differently? Landfill tax may be costly but it does
reduce materials being sent to landfill. Precisely the idea behind it. Even if
landfill tax was waived for Government financed schemes, it is undesirable
to simply excavate and send this excess material to a new landfill (lorry
movements, carbon footprint etc.). Should we be encouraging more
reprofiling/ re-engineering of old landfills to minimise off-site disposal. At
present the current regulatory system does not encourage this.
Summary
Waste controls are leading to many beneficial projects being unviable, and
one of the main costs is landfill tax, so Government money is just circulated
back to Government.
Our waste regime is based on EU legislation, and quite often there is no
regulatory mechanism that allows material reuse on scheme, even if that
reuse can be shown to be safe and the most sustainable option. Is Brexit an
opportunity to re-examine our regulatory mechanisms?
Do we need to consider a different tax and regulatory approach to projects
that can be proved to be for the public good, to minimise their costs, be as
sustainable as possible and to allow more of them to simply go ahead?
Robin Lancefield

Land Quality Committee
If this article is of interest and you’d like to find out more, join the next Land
Quality Committee meeting by way of Zoom on the 19 th May 2022. Email
secretariat@environmental-protection.org.uk for the link.
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SUMMARY OF TRUSTEES BOARD MEETING
Our Board of Trustees met by Zoom on 28th April 2022.
There is concern about falling income as a consequence of Covid. During the
pandemic, many local authority professionals have been moved off their
mainstream work and budgets have been tightened. As they are the main
contacts for the Secretariat, it seems that they have not requested that their
employing Councils renew their subscriptions. There has also been a
downturn in subscriptions from Members of the Policy Committees who are
required to be either Corporate Members via their employers or as
Individuals.
Christopher Fry the Chair of Trustees, wishes to make it crystal clear that
EPUK is a charity almost entirely dependent on subscriptions. EPUK took the
opportunity take back ownership of Essential Environment from 1st January
2022 with the increased overheads of an Editor and IT contractor. If people
wish to continue enjoying the networking and other benefits of membership,
they must step up to the plate and pay their subscriptions otherwise the
125-anniversary next year might be the last!
Even Trustees have to be EPUK members and they also give their valuable
time and expertise entirely for free.
In the meantime, applications are being made for sponsorship to assist with
the costs of the Annual Conference which will be held at Warwick University
on the new date of 19th October 2022.
Christopher Fry Chair of Trustees
Please support EPUK:
 Join us: https://www.environmental-protection.org.uk/membership/
 Help our policy committees with their important work
 Spread the word about the benefits of EPUK on your social media
platforms
 Attend our Conference on 19th October
 Sign up to Essential Environment today
https://www.essentialenvironment.org.uk/
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SUSTAINABILTY AND HOME RENOVATION
Why it is important and How to Do It
By Heather Murphy, Digital Relations Consultant, The Sixth Degree
Compare The Market has recently published a practical guide that will help
those people who are planning to upgrade their home using more locally
sourced, and eco-friendly materials. The guidance covers a number of
important insights such as:
1. The value of home improvements
2. Sustainable renovation options, including solar and insulation
3. Practical considerations, such as living arrangements
4. Financial considerations, including ,green mortgages and special home
insurance
Recent research has found that:
 A higher EPC rating generally leads to a higher selling price per square
metre, justifying the cost of renovations for many homeowners.
 Compared to single glazing, a home with A++ rated windows can
reduce its carbon footprint by 405kg, or £115, per year.
 If planning on moving out of the home for significant renovations, it’s
important to secure unoccupied home insurance for an extended
period of time. Most policies only cover property for around 30 days
for homeowners not living in their dwelling.
 Keep checking government financial incentives in the area. The
government is offering grants for heat pumps, a cleaner, more efficient
alternative to gas boilers, from April 2022.
https://www.comparethemarket.com/home-insurance/content/green-ecofriendly-renovations/

Useful Links
GOV.uk website on energy efficiency: https://www.gov.uk/environment/climate-changeenergy-energy-efficiency
Renewable Energy Hub Blog https://www.renewableenergyhub.co.uk/blog/
Domestic Renewable Heat Incentive https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/environmental-andsocial-schemes/domestic-renewable-heat-incentive-domestic-rhi
The Green Deal Loan https://www.gov.uk/green-deal-energy-saving-measures
What is a green mortgage? https://www.habito.com/home/learn/what-is-a-greenmortgage
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AND FINALLY, FROM THE PRESS

Britain’s Rivers Awash with Statins
Sarah Knapton reports in the Telegraph this month that Britain’s
Rivers are awash with statins, antidepressants and prescription
drugs. As a result, environmental experts are calling on GPs to
consider ‘social prescribing’ rather than medication as part of their
efforts to alleviate this environmental impact . Although the
likelihood of human health impacts due to pharmaceuticals is low,
their presence is of major ecological concern due to the potential for
effects on the behaviour of aquatic organisms, their reproduction
and mortality, even at trace concentrations.
MEMBERSHIP
Please recommend EPUK and its services to your colleagues and any
organisation you feel would benefit from membership. Follow the link below
for more information regarding types of membership and associated cost.
https://www.environmental-protection.org.uk/membership/
Or ask us for a Membership Booklet by emailing secretariat@environmentalprotection.org.uk
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